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Unlock It! is a fun 
adventure challenge 
for all ages. Using your 
feet, problem-solving 
ability, and teamwork, 
follow the clues to reveal 
a set of letters. Once 
you have all the letters, 
unscramble them to form 
the keywords that solve 
this Unlock It!

Hint: All of us can benefit 
from having more of this 
characteristic in life.
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The answers to the clues below reveal key letters needed to solve your Unlock It! adventure.
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Start at the Hamm Memorial waterfalls. Look closely. How many waterfalls are there in total? 
(Hint: The number is not a multiple of two.)

Proceed on path around lake, detouring to the Schiffman Fountain. In what city in Portugal did Dr. Schiffman find eight 
identical mermaid sculptures to get his idea for this one at Como Park?

Back at an intersection on the path is a huge Hackberry tree. The name Hackberry comes from “                   ” 
which refers to cherries in Scotland? (Hint: It’s all in the sign)

Down the path, what letter appears the most in the two words used to describe Dianne Kelly?

What is the name of the artistic marvel pictured at right?

Why are native plants better for erosion control than turf grass?

Look out across the lake and beyond for a structure standing taller than the trees. 
At what Minnesota Get Together might you find yourself on this attraction?

Near a staircase along the path is a conservation project where Minnesota’s state butterfly takes shelter as it migrates 
through North America. What does the sign call this area?

Determine which two sides of the historic pavilion have the most pillars. What is the combined number of 
pillars on those two sides?

What letter is that number in the alphabet?

& BONUS: Use this letter twice

What two kinds of fish can you find living in the waters of Lake Como?
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Congratulations! 

Use the QR 
code to submit 
the keyword 
for a chance to 
win fun prizes. 
Or visit the 
website below.

ymcanorth.org/unlock-it-keyword
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Carry down the letters from the clues above into the placeholder shown for each clue #. 

Now complete your Unlock It! adventure by unscrambling the letters into your keyword.

What letter is that number in the alphabet?

& Black Bullhead


